Adolescents entering a new school and neighborhood are confronted with multiple transition challenges. The challenges are compounded when the transition also revolves around recent arrival in a new country and culture. In the short run, failure to cope effectively with these challenges can result in major learning and behavior problems; in the long run, the psychological and social impacts may be devastating. The increased influx of immigrants to the United States and the changing dynamics of American society has resulted in renewed attention to the problem of welcoming and involving new students and families.

Cardenas, Taylor, Adelman, 1993
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Welcoming & Social Support:  
An Essential Facet of Schools

Estimates suggest that 20-25% of students change schools each year.  
These figures are higher in school districts with high immigrant populations. Although, some make the transition easily, many find themselves alienated or “out-of-touch” with their new surroundings, making the transition into a new school difficult. Youngsters entering a new school and neighborhood are confronted with multiple transition challenges. The challenges are compounded when the transition also involves recent arrival in a new country and culture.

Youngsters vary in terms of their capabilities and motivation with respect to psychological transition into new settings. Students entering late in a school year often find it especially hard to connect and adjust. Making friends means adjusting to the new social milieu and personalities of the school population. A focus on school-wide strategies for successful school adjustment of newly entering students and their families is essential to reduce school adjustment problems, ease the process of bicultural development, and establish a strong psychological sense of community in the school. A commitment to welcoming new students and families not only focuses on those entering at the beginning of a term but for all who enter throughout the year.

Welcoming new students and their families is part of the broader goal of creating schools where staff, students and families interact positively with each other and identify with the school and its goals. An atmosphere can be created that fosters smooth transitions, positive informal encounters, and social interactions; facilitates social support; provides opportunities for ready access to information and for learning how to function effectively in the school culture; and encourages involvement in decision-making. Welcoming and social support are critical elements both in creating a positive sense of community at a school and in facilitating students’ school adjustment and performance.

The following guidelines provide strategic suggestions for welcoming newcomers.
I. A Welcoming Program

A. Overview

•Phases of Intervention•

Strategies to enhance welcoming to a school and increase home involvement in schooling evolve over three overlapping phases:

1. The first phase involves a broad focus. It emphasizes use of general procedures to welcome and facilitate adjustment and participation of all who are ready, willing, and able.

2. The focus then moves to those who need just a bit more personalized assistance. Such assistance may include personal invitations, ongoing support for interacting with others and becoming involved in activities, aid in overcoming minor barriers to successful adjustment, a few more options to enable effective functioning and make participation more attractive, and so forth.

3. Finally, to the degree feasible, the focus narrows to those who have not made an effective adjustment or who remain uninvolved (e.g., due to major barriers, an intense lack of interest, or negative attitudes). This phase continues to use personalized contacts but adds cost intensive special procedures.
•Interfering Barriers•

One major concern in efforts to enhance welcoming and home involvement, of course, is overcoming barriers that make it hard for students and families to function in the new community and school. Research on barriers has suggested a variety of familial, cultural, job, social class, communication, and school personnel attitude factors that interfere with successful transitions to new settings and make involvement at school difficult.

Barriers can be categorized as institutional, personal, or impersonal, with each type encompassing negative attitudes, lack of mechanisms and skills, or practical deterrents.

For instance, institutional barriers encompass such concerns as inadequate resources (money, space, time), lack of interest or hostile attitudes on the part of staff, administration, and community toward interpersonal and home involvement, and failure to establish and maintain formal mechanisms and related skills. As examples, there may be no policy commitment to facilitating a sense of community through enhanced strategies for welcoming students and families; there may be no formal mechanisms for planning and implementing appropriate activity or for upgrading the skills of staff, students, and parents to carry out desired activity.
•Key Intervention Tasks•

In pursuing each intervention phase, there are four major intervention tasks:

1. Establishing a mechanism for planning, implementing, and evolving programmatic activity

2. Creating welcoming and initial home involvement strategies (e.g., information and outreach to new students and families; a school-wide welcoming atmosphere; a series of specific “New Student/New Parent Orientation” processes)

3. Providing social supports and facilitating involvement (e.g., peer buddies; personal invitations to join relevant ongoing activities)

4. Maintaining support and involvement--including provision of special help for an extended period of time if necessary

Each of these tasks is delineated on the following pages.
A PROGRAM MECHANISM

Planning, implementing, and evolving programs to enhance activities for welcoming and involving new students and families requires institutional organization and involvement. This takes the form of operational mechanisms such as a steering committee. That is, for a program to be effective at a school, it must be school-owned, and there must be a group dedicated to its long-term survival.

In the case of efforts to enhance the welcoming and involvement of new students and families, a useful mechanism is a Welcoming Steering Committee. Such a committee is designed to:

(a) adopt new strategies to fit in with what a school is already doing

(b) provide leadership for evolving and maintaining a welcoming program over the years.

The group usually consists of a school administrator (e.g., principal or AP), a support service person (e.g., a dropout counselor, Title I coordinator, school psychologist), 1-2 interested teachers, the staff member who coordinates volunteers, an office staff representative, and possibly 1-2 parents. A change agent (e.g., an organization facilitator) is useful in helping initiate the group and can serve as an ex-officio member.
Suggested Agenda for the First Meetings

I. Clarifying activities already in place for welcoming students and families

II. An overview of welcoming activities carried out at other schools
   (e.g., extended welcoming activities, support for at-risk students, use of volunteers, parent involvement)

III. Role of the Steering Group and Possible Additional Members

IV. Needs in Enhancing Welcome to New Students and Families
   A. Visibility of Welcoming Activities
      1. Welcome posters and materials
      2. Mailbox for staff suggestions and communications
      3. Locations for materials for new students and families
   B. Needs assessment "walk through"
      (What do new students and families see and experience?)
      1. Front office messages and procedures?
         (e.g., Is anything more needed in terms of materials? other languages needed for communication with families?)
      2. Tour procedures for new parents and students?
      3. Procedures to welcome student into the classroom and introduce parents to teacher?
         (e.g., Are there peer greeters and buddies? Materials to welcome newcomers to the class?)

V. Next Steps
   A. Specific ideas to be pursued in the next 1-2 weeks
   B. Procedures to introduce ideas to rest of staff and help with implementation
CREATING WELCOMING AND INITIAL HOME INVOLVEMENT STRATEGIES

It is not uncommon for students and parents to feel unwelcome at school. The problem can begin with their first contacts. Efforts to enhance welcoming and facilitate positive involvement must counter factors that make the setting uninviting and develop ways to make it attractive. This task can be viewed as the welcoming or invitation problem.

From a psychological perspective, the welcoming problem is enmeshed with attitudes school staff, students, and parents hold about involving new students and families. Welcoming is facilitated when attitudes are positive. And, positive attitudes seem most likely when those concerned perceive personal benefits as outweighing potential costs (e.g., psychological and tangible).

A prime focus in addressing welcoming is on ensuring that most communications and interactions between school personnel and students and families convey a welcoming tone. This is conveyed through formal communications to students and families, procedures for reaching out to individuals, and informal interactions.

An early emphasis in addressing the welcoming problem should be on establishing formal processes that:

(1) convey a general sense of welcome to all
(2) extend a personalized invitation to those who appear to need something more.

In this respect, it can be noted that communications and invitations to students and their families come in two forms:

(1) general communications (e.g., oral and written communications when a new student registers, classroom announcements, mass distribution of flyers, newsletters)
(2) special, personalized contacts (e.g., personal conferences and notes from the teacher).

For those who are not responsive to general invitations, the next logical step is to extend special invitations and increase personalized contact. Special invitations are directed at designated individuals and are intended to overcome personal attitudinal barriers and can be used to elicit information about other persisting barriers.
Social supports and specific processes to facilitate involvement are necessary to:

(a) address barriers
(b) sanction participation of new students and families in any option and to the degree each finds feasible (e.g., legitimizing initial minimal degrees of involvement and frequent changes in area of involvement)
(c) account for cultural and individual diversity
(d) enable participation of those with minimal skills
(e) provide social and academic supports to improve participation skills.

In all these facilitative efforts, established peers (students and parents) can play a major role as peer welcomers and mentors.

If a new student or family is extremely negative, exceptional efforts may be required. In cases where the negative attitude stems from skill deficits (e.g., doesn't speak English, lacks social or functional skills), providing special assistance with skills is a relatively direct approach to pursue. However, all such interventions must be pursued in ways that minimize stigma and maximize positive attitudes. Some reluctant new arrivals may be reached, initially, by offering them an activity designed to give them additional personal support. For example, newcomers can be offered a mutual interest group composed of others with the same cultural background or a mutual support group (e.g., a bicultural transition group for students or parents -- Cárdenas, Taylor, & Adelman (1993); a parent self-help group -- Simoni & Adelman, 1990). Parent groups might even meet away from the school at a time when working parents can participate. (The school's role would be to help initiate the groups and provide consultation as needed.) Relatedly, it is important to provide regular opportunities for students, families, and staff to share their heritage and interests and celebrate the cultural and individual diversity of the school community.

MAINTAINING INVOLVEMENT

As difficult as it is to involve some newcomers initially, maintaining their involvement may be even a more difficult matter. Maintaining involvement can be seen as a problem of:

(a) providing continuous support for learning, growth, and success
   (including feedback about how involvement is personally beneficial)

(b) minimizing feelings of incompetence and being blamed, censured, or coerced.

A critical element in establishing a positive sense of community at a school and of facilitating students school adjustment and performance is the involvement of families in schooling. That is why parent involvement in schools is a prominent item on the education reform agenda for the 1990s. It is, of course, not a new concern. As Davies (1987) reminds us, the “questions and conflict about parent and community relationships to schools began in this country when schools began” (p. 147). A review of the literature on parents and schooling indicates widespread endorsement of parent involvement. As Epstein (1987) notes,

the recent acknowledgments of the importance of parent involvement are built on research findings accumulated over two decades that show that children have an advantage in school when their parents encourage and support their school activities. . . . The evidence is clear that parental encouragement, activities, and interest at home and participation in schools and classrooms affect children's achievements, attitudes, and aspirations, even after student ability and family socioeconomic status are taken into account . . . .

With respect to students with school problems, parent involvement has been mostly discussed in legal terms (e.g., participation in the IEP process). There has been little systematic attention paid to the value of and ways to involve the home in the efforts to improve student achievement. (The term, parent involvement, and even family involvement is too limiting. Given extended families and the variety of child caretakers, the concern would seem minimally one of involving the home.)

To involve the home, a staff must reach out to parents and encourage them to drop in, be volunteers, go on field trips, participate in creating a community newsletter, organize social events, plan and attend learning workshops, meet with the teacher to learn more about their child's curriculum and interests, and establish family social networks. It is imperative that the only contact with parents not be when they are called in to discuss their child's learning and/or behavior difficulties. Parents who feel unwelcome or "called on the carpet" cannot be expected to view the school as an inviting setting.

Welcoming and Social Support as Indicators of School Reform

How well a school addresses the problems of welcoming and involving new students and families is an important qualitative indicator of program adequacy and staff attitudes and, thus, is a probable predictor of efficacy. As such, programs and related mechanisms and processes for addressing these problems can be viewed as essential to any effort to restructure schools.

Interventions to enhance welcoming and home involvement are as complex as any other psychological and educational intervention. Clearly, such activity requires considerable time, space, materials, and competence, and these ingredients are purchased with financial resources. Basic staffing must be underwritten. Additional staff may be needed; at the very least, teachers, specialists, and administrators need "released" time. Furthermore, if such interventions are to be planned, implemented, and evaluated effectively, those given the responsibility will require instruction, consultation, and supervision.

The success of programs to enhance welcoming and home involvement is first and foremost in the hands of policy makers. If these programs are to be more than another desired but unachieved set of aims of educational reformers, policy makers must understand the nature and scope of what is involved. A comprehensive intervention perspective makes it evident that although money alone cannot solve the problem, money is a necessary prerequisite. It is patently unfair to hold school personnel accountable for yet another major reform if they are not given the support necessary for accomplishing it. In an era when new sources of funding are unlikely, it is clear that such programs must be assigned a high priority and funds must be reallocated in keeping with the level of priority. To do less is to guarantee the status quo.
B. Steps in Welcoming: Key Elements and Activities

In pursuing strategies for enhancing welcoming and home involvement a first concern is to ensure a positive welcome at the various initial encounters school staff have with a new student and family.

Each point of contact represents an opportunity and a challenge with respect to welcoming new students and families, linking them with social supports, assisting them to make a successful transition, and identifying those who do not so that school adjustment needs can be addressed.

On the following pages is a brief description of steps that can be taken at various points of contact and some examples of general welcoming strategies.
The following strategies are prevention-oriented and focus on welcoming and involving new students and their families. More specifically, they are designed to minimize negative experiences and ensure positive outreach during the period when students enroll.

1. **FRONT DOOR**: Set up a Welcoming Table (identified with a welcoming sign) at the front entrance to the school and recruit and train volunteers to meet and greet everyone who comes through the door.

2. **FRONT OFFICE**: Plan with the Office Staff ways to meet and greet strangers (to smile and be inviting). Provide them with welcoming materials and information sheets regarding registration steps (with appropriate translations). Encourage the use of volunteers in the office so that there are sufficient resources to take the necessary time to greet and assist new students and families. It helps to have a designated registrar and even designated registration times.

3. **WELCOMING MATERIALS**: Prepare a Welcoming Booklet that clearly says WELCOME and provides some helpful information about who’s who at the school, what types of assistance are available to new students and families, and some tips about how the school runs. (Avoid using this as a place to lay down the rules; that can be rather an uninviting first contact.) Prepare other materials designed to assist students and families in making the transition and connecting with ongoing activities.

4. **STUDENT GREETERS**: Establish a Student Welcoming Club (perhaps train the student council or leadership class to take on this as a special project). These students can provide tours and some orientation (including an initial introduction to key staff at the school as feasible).

5. **PARENT/VOLUNTEER GREETERS**: Establish a Welcoming Club consisting of parents and/or volunteers to provide regular tours and orientations (including an initial introduction to key staff at school as feasible). A Welcoming Video can be developed as useful aid.

(cont.)
6. WELCOMING BULLETIN BOARD: Dedicate a bulletin board (somewhere near the entrance to the school) that says WELCOME and includes such things as pictures of school staff, a diagram of the school and its facilities, pictures of students who entered the school during the past 1-2 weeks, information on tours and orientations, special meetings for new students, and so forth.

7. CLASSROOM GREETERS: Each teacher should have several students who are willing and able to greet strangers who come to the classroom. Recent arrivals often are interested in welcoming the next set of new enrollees.

8. CLASSROOM INTRODUCTION: Each teacher should have a plan for assisting new students and families to make a smooth transition into the class. This includes a process for introducing the student to the others in the class as soon as the new student arrives. (Some teachers may want to arrange with the office specified times for bringing a new student to the class.) An introductory WELCOMING conference should be conducted with the student and family as soon as feasible. A useful Welcoming aid is to present both the student and the family member with Welcoming Folders (or some other welcoming gift such as coupons from local businesses that have adopted the school).

9. PEER BUDDIES: In addition to the classroom greeter, the teacher should have several students who are willing and able to be a special buddy to a new student for a couple of weeks (and hopefully a regular buddy thereafter). This can provide the type of social support that allows the new student to learn about the school culture and how to become involved in various activities.

10. OUTREACH FROM ORGANIZED GROUPS: Establish a way for representatives of organized student and parent groups (including the PTSA) to make direct contact with new students and families to invite them to learn about activities and to assist them in joining in when they find activities that appeal to them.

11. SUPPORT GROUPS: Offer groups designed to help new students and families learn about the community and the school and to allow them to express concerns and have them addressed. Such groups also allow them to connect with each other as another form of social support.

12. ONGOING POSITIVE CONTACTS: Develop a variety of ways students and their families can feel an ongoing connection with the school and classroom (e.g., opportunities to volunteer help, positive feedback regarding participation, letters home that tell “all about what’s happening”).
1. FAMILY COMES TO REGISTER

Designated staff/volunteer to welcome and provide information

Prepared information (in primary languages) on:

(a) needed documents (e.g., Information card)
(b) how to get help related to getting documents
(c) directions for newcomers
(d) making a registration appointment

Telling families what information is necessary for registration can be made clearer if information also is available in writing—especially in their home language.

2. REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT

Designated registrar—with time to welcome, register, and begin orientation

Designated orientation staff and peers
- Welcome Interview (clarify interests and information desired)
- Provide Information desired about:
  (a) How the school runs each day
  (b) Special activities for parents and students
  (c) Community services they may find helpful
  (d) Parents who are ready to help them join in
  (e) Students ready to meet with new students to help them join in
  (f) How to help their child learn and do well at school
  (g) Tour
  (h) Initial Introduction to teacher, principal, and special resources

Based primarily on teacher preference (considering parent and student interests), student might stay for rest of school day or start the next day.
3a. STUDENT BEGINS TRANSITION-IN PHASE

Teacher introduces student to classmates and program

Peer “buddy” is identified (someone with whom to work with in class, go to recess and lunch -- at least for first 5 days)

Teacher or peer buddy gives student welcoming “gift” (e.g., notebook with school name, pencils); teacher gives peer buddy “thank you gift” (e.g. notebook with school name, certificate, etc)

Designated students introduce and invite new student to out of class school activities

3b. PARENT BEGINS TRANSITION-IN PHASE

Designated staff or volunteer (e.g., a parent) either meets with parents on registration day or contacts parent during next few days to discuss activities in which they might be interested

Designated parent invites and introduces new parent to an activity in which the new parent has expressed interest or may find useful

At first meeting attended, new parent is given a welcoming “gift” (e.g., calendar with school name; coupons donated by neighborhood merchants)
Welcoming New Students

Starting a new school can be scary. Two major things a teacher can do to help new students feel welcome and a part of things:

(1) give the student a special Welcome Folder

   (A folder with the student's name on the front, containing welcoming materials and information, such as a welcome sheet with teacher's name and room and information about fun activities at the school)

(2) assign a Peer Buddy

   (Train students who are willing to be a special friend
    • to show the new student around the class and school
    • to sit next to the new student
    • to take the new student to recess and lunch to meet schoolmates)

Welcoming New Parents

Some parents are not sure how to interact with the school. Two major things a teacher can do to help new parents feel welcome and a part of things:

(1) invite the parent to a Welcoming Conference

   (This is meant as a chance for the parents to get to know the teacher and school and for the teacher to facilitate positive connections between parent and school such as helping the parents connect with a school activity in which they seem interested. The emphasis is on Welcoming - thus, any written material given out at this time specifically states WELCOME and is limited to simple orientation information. To the degree feasible, such material is made available in the various languages of those likely to enroll at the school.)

(2) connect the new parent with a Parent Peer Buddy

   (identify some parents who are willing to be a special friend to introduce the new parent around, to contact them about special activities and take them the First time, and so forth)
4a. STUDENT BECOMES INVOLVED IN SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

Over first 3 weeks staff monitors student's involvement and acceptance if necessary, designated students are asked to make additional efforts to help the student enter in and feel accepted by peers.

4b. PARENT BECOMES INVOLVED IN SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

Over the first 1-2 months, staff monitors involvement and acceptance.

If necessary, designated parents are asked to make additional efforts to help the parents enter in and feel accepted
ATTRACTING FAMILIES TO AN EVENT AT SCHOOL

Many family members, especially those whose contacts with school have not been positive, only come to school voluntarily for very special events. A variety of special events might be used to attract them. Two types of activities that seem to have drawing power are those where a family member can see the student perform or receive positive recognition and those where family members can gain a sense of personal support and accomplishment.

An example of the latter type of activity is that of offering a time limited, “parent” discussion group (e.g., 3 sessions) where fundamentals of handling child-rearing and school problems are explored and information about services available for students with problems is provided. Topics in which family members are interested include ‘Helping your child do better at school,” “Helping the school do more for your child,” and ‘Finding better ways to deal with problems at home and at school.”

Examples of other events that schools find successful in attracting family members are support groups, friendship circles, ESL classes for parents, Citizenship classes, and special projects to help the school.

Whatever the event:

Remember, first and foremost it should be an activity that family members are likely to perceive and experience as positive and valuable.

Once the special event to be pursued is identified, the following steps can be taken.

*Arrange times and places with the principal and other involved school staff.
  A major consideration is whether the event will take place during the school day or in the evening; in some cases, it may be feasible to offer the event both during the day and again at night to accommodate a wider range of family schedules.

*Plan the specifics of the event.
  For example, in the case of discussion groups, group leaders are identified, topics for discussion identified, materials to stimulate discussion prepared, child care volunteers and activities identified, and so forth.

*Distribute general announcements.
  Flyers are sent home, posted, distributed at pick up time; announcements are made at existing parent activities. All announcements should account for the primary languages spoken by family members.

*Extend personal invitations.
  Three types of personal invitation seem worth pursuing - mailing a letter home, preparing an invitation and RSVP that the student can take home, and calling the home with a reminder. In extreme cases, a home visit may be worth trying.

*Accommodate differences and needs.
  In addition to offering the event at different times of the day, efforts need to be made to accommodate those whose primary language is not English.

  Child care at the site might be offered so that parents who cannot leave their children at home can participate in an event without distraction. Efforts also might be made to help organize car pools.

*Ensure that each family member is received positively.
  Efforts should be made to ensure that family members are extended a personalized greeting when they sign-in at the event.

  If there are family members present who are already involved at school, they can be asked to participate in making newcomers feel accepted by taking them “under their wings” (e.g., orient them, introduce them to others).
INTRODUCING OTHER OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUPPORTIVE FAMILY INVOLVEMENT

Toward the conclusion of events, offered to family members (e.g., during the last scheduled session of group discussions), those attending can be introduced to other endeavors the school offers as part of its efforts to establish a positive home-school connection and a sense of community at the school. This step encompasses a general presentation of ways family members can become involved in such endeavors, encouraging expressions of interest, and clarifying reasons for lack of interest.

* Presentations of Opportunities for Involvement
  The emphasis here is on a vivid and impactful presentation of the various ways families can be involved. Posters, handouts, testimonials, slides, videos, products--anything that will bring the activity to life might be used.

  Such a presentation can be made by a school administrator or staff member or by parent representatives. In either case, it is useful to invite parent participants from various activities to come and tell about the endeavor and extend an invitation to join.

* Encouragement of Expressions of Interest
  It is important to take time specifically to identify which family members are interested in any of the described endeavors and encourage them to sign up so that a follow-up contact can be made.

  It also is important to identify any barriers that will interfere with family members pursuing an interest and to explore ways such barriers can be overcome.

* Clarification of Lack of Interest
  For those who have not indicated an interest, a “needs assessment” should be done to identify what they would like from the school and/or barriers to their involvement. This might be done informally after the presentation or through a follow-up phone or mail questionnaire.

  Similarly, for those who do not participate, a personal (phone/mail) contact should be made to identify and address reasons why.

  With specific respect to parents of at-risk students, efforts to ensure family involvement are seen as involving: (a) immediate follow-up with each family and (b) maintaining communication and addressing specific needs.

* Maintaining Communication and Addressing Special Needs
  Essentially, this task requires ongoing efforts to keep in close, personal contact with the family to ensure they feel their involvement is valued and to help them overcome barriers to continued involvement. The following are a few examples of such efforts: (a) sending special notes of appreciation after participation; (b) sending reminders about next events; (c) sending reminders about other opportunities and endeavors that may be of interest to parents; (d) checking periodically to appraise any discomfort a parent has experienced or other needs that should be addressed (including any barriers to continued involvement).
5. ASSESSMENT AT END OF TRANSITION PERIOD

Three weeks after the student enrolls, designate staff interview:

(a) The teacher to determine if the student has made a good or poor adjustment to the school (Poor school adjusters are provided with additional support in the form of volunteer help, consultation for teacher to analyze the problem and explore options, etc.)

(b) The student to determine his or her perception of how well the transition-in has gone and to offer encouragement and resources if needed

(c) The parents to determine their perception of how well the transition-in has gone for the student and for themselves and to offer encouragement and resources if needed

6. FOLLOW-UP INTERVENTION

1. *Problem analysis*: This step involves going back to the person or persons who indicated dissatisfaction and asking for more specifics (e.g., what the specific problem is and what the person(s) think needs to be changed). It may also be appropriate and necessary to check with others (e.g., teacher, parent student).

2. *Intervention plan*: Based on the information gathered, plans can be made about what to do and who will do it. What to do may range from connecting the student/family with others for social support to helping to identify specific activities and ways to facilitate student/family involvement. Who will do it may be project staff, a volunteer, a teacher, an outreach coordinator, etc.

3. *Intervention written summary*: Once such an intervention is carried out the Extended Welcoming -- Summary of Intervention form can be filled out and given to the a case manager or other designated person who monitors follow-through related to interventions.

4. *Extended welcoming follow-up interview*: A week after the extended intervention is completed, another (modified) follow-up interview should be carried out respectively, with the student, parent, and teacher. If a problem remains, additional intervention is in order -- *if feasible.*
When a student leaves to go to another school, the following material can be sent to the student's new principal along with school records.

As the accompanying letter indicates, the materials are meant to help the school, the classroom teacher, and the parents by indicating activity that can aid a successful transition.
Dear Principal:

We understand that the student named above has transferred to your school.

When a student moves, we use the opportunity to share some welcoming ideas with the receiver school. Enclosed you will find three items:

1. For your school: a brief description of some school-wide welcoming strategies that have been helpful

2. For the classroom teacher: a description of a few classroom welcoming strategies (we hope you will copy and give this sheet to this student's teacher and perhaps all your teachers)

3. For the parent: a description of a few things parents can do to help their child and themselves make a successful transition (we hope you will copy and give this sheet to the student's parents and perhaps other newly arrived parents)

We send this to you in the spirit of professional sharing and with the realization you may already be doing all these things and more. If you have anything along these lines that you would care to share with us, we would love to receive it. Thanks for your time and interest.

Sincerely,

Linda Taylor, Ph.D.
Project Director
SCHOOL-WIDE WELCOMING

The following strategies are prevention-oriented and focus on welcoming and involving new students and their families. More specifically, they are designed to minimize negative experiences and ensure positive outreach during the period when students and parents first enroll by enhancing

*SCHOOL-WIDE WELCOMING PROCEDURES

To ensure that first contacts are positive, welcome signs are placed prominently near or in the front office and new arrivals are given a special Welcome Packet and are greeted warmly by the office staff and any professional staff who are available.

The emphasis is on Welcoming -- thus, the written material given out at this time specifically states WELCOME and is limited to information that is absolutely essential to aid registration and introduction to the school. (To the degree feasible, this material is made available in the various languages of those likely to enroll at the school.)

*NEWCOMERS' ORIENTATION ACTIVITIES

- orientation meetings and tours
- peer student guides
- peer parent guides
- newcomer support groups for students
- newcomer support groups for parents/other family members

*PERSONAL INVITATIONS/SUPPORT TO JOIN ONGOING ACTIVITY

- organized outreach by students to invite and support new student participation in ongoing school activities
- organized outreach by parents to invite and support new parents' participation in ongoing parent activities

*SOCIAL SUPPORT NETWORKS

- a Peer Pairing or “peer buddy” program

*EXTENDED WELCOMING

- special outreach to address factors identified as interfering with the adjustment to the school of a new student and his or her family
Classroom Welcoming Strategies
For Newly Arrived Students and Their Families

Welcoming New Students

Starting a new school can be scary. Two major things a teacher can do to help new students feel welcome and a part of things:

(1) give the student a special *Welcome Folder*

(A folder with the student’s name on the front, containing welcoming materials and information, such as a welcome sheet with teacher’s name and room and information about fun activities at the school)

(2) assign a *Peer Buddy*

(Train students who are willing to be a special friend
• to show the new student around the class and school
• to sit next to the new student
• to take the new student to recess and lunch to meet schoolmates)

Welcoming New Parents

Some parents are not sure how to interact with the school. Two major things a teacher can do to help new parents feel welcome and a part of things:

(1) invite the parent to a *Welcoming Conference*

(This is meant as a chance for the parents to get to know the teacher and school and for the teacher to facilitate positive connections between parent and school such as helping the parents connect with a school activity in which they seem interested. The emphasis is on Welcoming - thus, any written material given out at this time specifically states WELCOME and is limited to simple orientation information. To the degree feasible, such material is made available in the various languages of those likely to enroll at the school.)

(2) connect the new parent with a *Parent Peer Buddy*

(identify some parents who are willing to be a special friend to introduce the new parent around, to contact them about special activities and take them the First time, and so forth)
Helping Your Child Adjust to a New School

Helping children Change Schools/Classrooms
Ayudando A Los Ninos Cambiar De Escuelas/Salones

1. Prepare
Going to a new school can be scary – tell them it's OK to feel nervous.
Making friends is hard – let them take their time.
Have children go to bed early so they are rested.
Have children get up early so they are not rushed.
Show your child the way to school and walk in together.

Para preparar
Entrando a una escuela nueva es dificil – digales que es normal sentirse nervioso.
Estableciendo amistades tambien es dificil – digales que tomen tiempo suficiente.
Para descansar bien, los ninos deben de acostarse temprano.
Para no estar demasiado apurados, los ninos deben de levantarse temprano.
Ensenarles el camino a la escuela y caminar juntos.

2. Always talk and listen to your child.
Share your experiences/feelings in new places.
Tell them you will help them to adjust.

Favor de hablar con y escuchar a sus hijos.
Hay que compartir con sus hijos sus propias reacciones cuando estan en situaciones nuevas.
Hay que decirles que Ud. Puede ayudarles a acostumbrarse al ambiente nuevo.

3. Help your children meet other children.

Hay que ayudar a su hijo conocer a otros ninos.

4. Help children find something about school they love – ask about after school activities/homework clubs, etc.

Ayudar a sus hijos a encontrar algo especial, muy querido para ellos, en la escuela – preguntar si hay actividades despues de la escuela/clubes para hacer la tarea, etc.

5. Find help if your child needs it. Talk to your child's teacher. We are all here to help your child succeed.

Buscar ayuda cuando su hijo lo necesite. Hablar con el maestro/a.
Tener exito en sus carretreras academicas; estamis todos aqui para ayudar a los ninos a sobrevivir.
C. WELCOMING - DOING IT
ON A SHOESTRING

The extension of a hand in welcoming, a smile, the exchange of names, a warm introduction to others ... Greeting those new to a school comes naturally to teachers and principals and can really help new students and their families feel the school is a place that wants them and where they will fit in.

In Utopia (where the number of incoming students is small and there is plenty of time and money to do everything educators would like to do), there is never any problem welcoming new students and their families.

Many schools, however, there is a constant stream of incoming students, and there are many competing demands for our limited time and money. Under these circumstances, it helps to have a few procedures that keep Welcoming a high priority and a natural occurrence--without placing excessive demands on the school's staff and budget.

Establishing and maintaining a few welcoming materials and steps can be an effective and relatively inexpensive way to address this need.

For new students, staff time might involve as little as a teacher assigning an official “Peer Welcomer” in the class for the week (or month) or identifying a “Peer Host” for each new student as s/he arrives. In terms of materials, the school could provide as little as a 1 page Welcome sheet for the new student and a 1-page Welcoming “script” to guide a class peer “Welcomer” or “Host.”
For new parents, a minimal set of low-cost welcoming strategies might include: (1) providing office staff with a 1-page welcome sheet (and encouraging them to take a few extra minutes with new students and parents) and (2) having a teacher identify a parent volunteer who has agreed to be the room's official “Parent Welcomer”-- phoning new parents to welcome and invite them to school functions.

If more resources can be devoted to welcoming parents, additional steps can be taken to invite parent involvement. Among the possibilities are: additional welcoming and information sheets describing school activities, a special tour of the school, personal invitations to join ongoing parent activities, opportunities to sit down with the principal/other school staff/parents to learn more about their new school and community, and so forth.

The point is: Welcoming is an essential part of creating and maintaining a school climate where students and families want to be involved. A few minimal steps and materials can help keep a basic welcoming program in place. And, additions can be made as priorities, time, resources, and talent allow.
Some Material to Send to Local Businesses for “Adopting a School”

To Local Businesses & Community Groups

*How Your Organization Can Help*

Awareness of the increasing demands placed on local schools has led the business sector and other community organizations to offer various forms of help. One way an organization can help is to adopt a specific program at a local elementary school. For example a school may need support in welcoming new students and families.

The focus of such a program is on welcoming and assisting with the school adjustment. Strategies have been developed that are designed to help new students and families make a successful transition into the school and enhance a sense of partnership between the school and family. These strategies involve the use of a special set of materials and activities.

Sponsors are needed to help underwrite the modest expenses related to preparing the special materials that have been developed for this program (see attached list).

Sponsors also are needed to help underwrite the special activities (see attached list).

If you are interested in participating in this program, please contact us.
How Sponsors Can Support Special Activities

As can be seen below, personnel costs related to carrying out the welcome program are not great by comparison to most special programs.

(1) Program Coordinator - ½ time (800 hrs. per school year). This paraprofessional keeps the school staff informed about the program, prepares and distributes the special materials, gathers and circulates follow-up feedback from new students and their families regarding the program's impact, and so forth. Hired as a “Community Representative” at $10/hour.

Cost: 800 hours/year X $10/hour - $8,000.

(2) Parent Support Group. This activity is designed to help parents become involved with the school and at the same time support their efforts to learn how to enhance their children's positive behavior and learning.

Cost: Group leader -- 2 hours/week, 40 weeks/year at $25/hour = $2,000.

(3) Classroom Volunteers to Assist with School Adjustment. Enthusiastic volunteers are recruited and trained to provide special support for specific students in the classroom who need additional help adjusting to school. (Another way the business sector and other community organizations support this program is by encouraging employees and others to volunteer.)

Cost: Volunteer recruiter and supervisor -- 3 hours/week, 40 weeks/year at $25/hour = $3,000.
How You Can Sponsor Special Materials

As can be seen below, the costs of the special materials are quite modest ($115 provides enough welcoming material to cover 100 new students and their families).

All special welcoming materials are printed in English and Spanish and some are available in other languages such as Korean, Vietnamese, Chinese, Western and Eastern Armenian, Tagalog.

(1) Welcoming/Homework Folders for new students. Each folder contains a special set of welcoming materials (e.g., a welcoming message, an activity sheet, several sheets of drawing/writing paper with the school's name printed on top). The folder can be used by the student to carry homework back and forth to school.

Cost: 100 folders and contents = $35.

(Folders = 20 cents each; Welcoming material = 15 cents each; total 35 cents for each unit)

(2) Peer Welcomer Guideline/Homework Folders. These are given to students who accept the role of a special welcomer. Each folder contains suggestions for how to help the new student join in (become acquainted with the school plant, activities, and students and staff). The folder also contains a Certificate of Appreciation for the Peer Welcomer's efforts. The folder can be used by the student to carry homework back and forth to school.

Cost: 100 folders and contents = $35.

(3) Registration Information Sheets and a Welcoming/School Material Folder for new parents. The Registration Sheet provides information on the specific steps involved in registering a new student at the school. The welcoming folder contains a special set of welcoming materials (e.g., a welcoming message, an introductory booklet to the school, a list of community resources, a handout on helping the student learn at home). The folder can be used by the parent to file away material and information provided by the school.

Cost: 100 Reg. Info Sheets, welcome folders and contents = $45
A. The Problem of School Transition and How Welcoming & Social Support Can Help

*Transition Support for Immigrant Students*

*Welcoming: Facilitating a new start at a new school.*

*Mobility and School functioning in the early grades.*

*Kids, schools suffer from revolving door.*

A few more references with their abstracts

*Mobility and school achievement.*

Discusses concern for students who transfer schools frequently. The literature provides some solutions to problems associated with scheduled and unscheduled transfers: orientation programs, peer tutoring, buddy systems, and discussion groups led by peer guides.
Aiding the relocated family and mobile child.

Methods are described that have proved successful in integrating mobile students into a new school. An overview of a program developed by the author to help highly mobile families deal with moving-related stress is outlined.

Confronting the social context of school change.

Discusses the distinction between prescriptive, participative, and collaborative approaches to change and argues that the collaborative approach used in this case has certain advantages. Other issues that are considered include the role of conflicting agendas in the change process, the importance of gaining support from district-level and school level leadership, the need to consider ways of insuring maintenance of change, and the relationship between individual, small groups, and cultural level change in educational reform.

B. Research Evaluating Model Support for Transition Programs

Planning the transition process: A model for teachers of preschoolers who will be entering kindergarten.

Evaluation of a multidimensional program for sixth-graders in transition from elementary to middle school.
A few more references with their abstracts

Sources of stress and support in children’s transition to middle school: An empirical analysis.

Examines the idea that children entering middle school are undergoing a life transition with considerable stress-inducing qualities.

Primary prevention during school transitions: Social support and environmental structure.

Discusses the nature and evaluation of a primary prevention project for students during the transition to high school.

Planning the transition process: A model for teachers of preschoolers who will be entering kindergarten.

This article presents a model for planning and carrying out the transition process (TP) of children from preschool to kindergarten.

Evaluation of a multidimensional program for sixth-graders in transition from elementary to middle school.

Examines intervention for poor academic transition to middle school. Follow-up showed a significant improvement in GPA, depression, and teacher-reported behavior problems.
Developing, implementing, and evaluating a preventive intervention for high risk transfer children.


Helping transfer students: Strategies for educational and social readjustment.

This book examines how children adjust to transferring to a new school. It offers educators, researchers, mental health professionals, and parents practical strategies for easing school transitions and helping children adjust to new environments. The authors integrate current theory and research into an in-depth discussion of the psychological, educational, and social dimensions of school transfer. They highlight difficulties that transfer students face, such as adapting to new peers, meeting new academic and behavioral standards, and adjusting to different teacher expectations. They examine transfer students coping strategies and show how the relationship between academic achievement, social competence, and self-concept can have a positive or negative effect on adjustment to a new school.

C. School Transitions and Special Education

Impact on a social intervention on the transition to university.

Empowerment in transition planning: Guidelines for special educators.
Expanding views of transition.

A few more references with their abstracts

Methods for assisting parents with early transitions.

Presents methods designed to assist parents in developing a repertoire of transition skills that can be applied throughout the life of a child with a handicap.

A systematic approach to transition programming for adolescent and young adults with disabilities.

Explores the dimensions of a systematic approach to change and innovation (transition program) to address the needs of students with disabilities as they leave school and prepare to enter the community. A statewide survey of teachers, administrators, and parents identified 5 areas of need that were addressed in the development of a program for changing the patterns of service and care: the transition team model. The components provide structure for successful implementation. These include program standards, local control, a developmental perspective on change, and procedure for effecting change.
Cadre with Expertise on Transitions

Professionals across the country volunteer to network with others to share what they know. Some cadre members run programs, many work directly with youngsters in a variety of settings and focus on a wide range of psychosocial problems. Others are ready to share their expertise on policy, funding, and major system concerns. The group encompasses professionals working in schools, agencies, community organizations, resource centers, clinics and health centers, teaching hospitals, universities, and so forth.

People ask how we screen cadre members. We don't! It's not our role to endorse anyone. We think it's wonderful that so many professionals want to help their colleagues, and our role is to facilitate the networking. If you are willing to offer informal consultation at no charge to colleagues trying to improve systems, programs, and services for addressing barriers to learning, let us know. Our list is growing each day; the following are those currently on file related to this topic. Note: the list is alphabetized by Region and State as an aid in finding a nearby resource.
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Central States

Iowa
Nancy Baker-Pence
K-8 Guidance Counselor
West Sioux Comm. School
1130 Central Ave.
Hawarden, IA 51023
Phone: 712/552-1022 | Fax: 712/552-1367

Robyn Strong
School Nurse
Valley Community School
23493 Canoe Road
Elgin, IA 52141
Phone: 319/426-5891 | Fax: 319/426-5502
Email: strong-robyn@valley-crew.k12.ia.us

Indiana
Elliot B. Hopkins
Director of Educational Services
National Federation of State High School Association
690 W. Washington St.
P.O. Box 6090
Indianapolis, IN 46206
Phone: 317/972-6900 | Fax: 317/822-5700
Email: ehopkins@nfhs.org

Michigan
Osualdo Rivera
Director, Fam. Coun.; Comm. MH Services
Arab Community Center for Economic and Social Services (ACCESS)
2601 Saulino Court
Dearborn, MI 48120
Phone: 313/843-2844 | Fax: 313/842-5150
Minnesota
Elizabeth Latts
Resource Coordinator
Variety Family Center
University of Minnesota Gateway
200 Oak St. SE, Ste 160
Minneapolis, MN 55455-2022
Phone: 612/626-2401 | Fax: 612/626-2134
Email: latts002@umn.edu

North Dakota
Gaylynn Becker
Asst. Dir.: Counseling, Testing, Career Development, and Middle level
ND Dept. of Public Instruction
600 East Blvd Ave.
Bismarck, ND 58505-0440
Phone: 701/328-2755 | Fax: 701/328-4770
Email: griz@karlbecker.com

Eastern States
Connecticut
Thomas Guilotta, CEO
Child & Family Agency
255 Hempstead Street
New London, CT 06320
Phone: 860/443-2896 | Fax: 860/442-5909
Email: tpgullotta@aol.com

Marsha Kline Pruett
Research Scientist
The Consultation Center
Yale University, School of Medicine
389 Whitney Avenue
New Haven, CT 06511
Phone: 203/789-7645 | Fax: 203/562-6355
Email: tcc@yale.edu

Delaware
R. Blaine Morris
Counselor
Middletown Adolescent Health Project
Middletown High School
122 Silver Lake Road
Middletown, DE 19709
Phone: 302/378-5776 | Fax: 302/378-5760

Maine
Ellen Bowman
LCPC-Clinical Counselor
Maranacook Community School-Student
P.O. Box 177
Readfield, ME 04355
Phone: 207/685-3041

New York
Christopher Cintron
Project Director
Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Center
1650 Grand Concourse
Bronx, NY 10457
Phone: 718/960-1328 | Fax: 718/583-0460

Rhode Island
Robert Wooler
Executive Director
RI Youth Guidance Center, Inc.
82 Pond Street
Pawtucket, RI 02860
Phone: 401/725-0450 | Fax: 401/725-0452
South East

Georgia
Arthur Carder
Regional Executive Director
Region 8 MHMRSA Regional Board
515 Academy Ave
Dublin, GA 31021
Phone: 478/274-7912
Email: adcarder@dhr.state.ga.us

Kentucky
Daniel Clemons, Coordinator
Fairdale Youth Service Center
1001 Fairdale Road
Fairdale, KY 40118
Phone: 502/485-8866 | Fax: 502/485-8761

Louisiana
Susan Magee, Director
Bogalusa High School Health Center
100 MJ Israel Drive
Bogalusa, LA 70427
Phone: 504/735-8695 | Fax: 504/735-8879
Email: health@bsb.k12.la.us

North Carolina
Barbara McWilliams
School Social Worker
Pinecrest High School
P.O. Box 1259
South Pines, NC 28388
Phone: 910/692-6554 | Fax: 910/692-0606

Regina C. Parker
Community Relations Coordinator
Roanoke-Chowan Human Service Center
Rt. 2 Box 22A
Ahoskie, NC 27910
Phone: 252/332-4137 | Fax: 252/332-8457

Virginia
Sally McConnell
Director of Government Relations
National Association of Elementary School Principals
1615 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: 703/518-6263 | Fax: 703/548-6021
Email: smcconnell@naesp.org

Angela Oddone
Mental Wellness Programming Coordinator
NEA Health Information Network
120A E. Raymond Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22301
Phone: 703/519-9899 | Fax: 703/739-4070
Email: AoddoneNEAHIN@cs.com
South West

Arizona
Candy George, School Social Worker
School Social Work Assoc. of AZ
P.O. Box 476
Tempe, AZ 85281
Phone: 602/257-3901 | Fax: 602/257-2954

California
Howard Blonsky, School Social Worker
Program Integration & Compliance, Special Ed.Services
1500 Howard Ave #206
Burlingame, CA 94010
Phone: 415/355-6904 | Fax: 415/355-6910
Email: hblonsk@muse.sfusd.edu

Jim Bouquin, Executive Director
New Connections
1760 Clayton Rd.
Concord, CA 94520
Phone: 510/676-1601

Michael Carter, Coordinator
School-Based Family Counselor Program
Cal State University
King Hall C-1065
5151 State University Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90032-8141
Phone: 323/343-4438

Hedy Chang
California Tomorrow
436 14th Street, Suite 820
Oakland, CA 94612
Phone: 510/496-0220 | Fax: 510/496-0225
Email: hn4372@hansnet.org

Ellen Hannan, School Nurse
Los Angeles Unified School District
1218 9th Street #6
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Phone: 310/395-4356 | Fax: 310/395-4356

California (cont’d)
Lois Lang
Director of Organizational Development
Families First, Inc
2100 5th St.
Davis, CA 95616
Phone: 530/753-0220 | Fax: 753-3390
Email: llang@familiesfirstinc.org

Ernest Lotecka, Director
APAL Foundation
7510 Brava Street
Carlsbad, CA 92009-7503
Phone: 760/599-5366
Email: ell@worldnet.att.net

Tara Pir, Executive Director
Institute for Multicultural Counseling & Ed. Serv., Inc.
3550 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 410
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Phone: 213/381-1250 | Fax: 213/383-4803
Email: soriano556@AOL.com

Marcel Soriano, Division Chair
Division of Administration & Counseling
California State University, Los Angeles
5151 State University Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90032-8141
Phone: 323/343-4255 | Fax: 323/343-4252
Email: msorian@calstatela.edu

Colorado
William Bane
Program Administrator
Colorado Department of Human Services
Mental Health Services
3520 W. Oxford Avenue
Denver, CO 80236
Phone: 303/762-4076 | Fax: 303/762-4373
IV. An Article on Welcoming

By Mary Both DiCacco, Linda Rosenblum, Linda Taylor, and Howard S. Adelman

Welcoming: Facilitating a New Start at a New School

Students and families who relocate often have problems adjusting to new schools. Their involvement with a new school often depends on the degree to which the school reaches out to them. This article reports on the approach to intervention developed by the Early Assistance for Students and Families Project for use by schools to facilitate the initial school adjustment of newly entering students and their families. Specifically discussed are the concept of welcoming; intervention phases, tasks, and mechanisms and the special focus on enhancing home involvement.

Key words: adjustments facilitators; parent-school relationship; student aid program

Children who change schools, especially those who change schools frequently, are at risk for a variety of emotional, behavioral, and learning problems. For example, children who move frequently have higher rates of behavior problem and grade retention (Ingersoll, Scammon, & Eckerling, 1989; Wood, Halfon, Scarlata Newacheck, & Nessim 1993). Estimates suggest that 20 percent to 25 percent of students change schools each year. The figures are higher in poverty area schools. Many make the transition easily. For some, however, entry into a new school is difficult. Those entering late in a school year often find it especially hard to connect and adjust (Adelman & Taylor, 1991; Lash & Kirkpatrick, 1990; Stokols & Shumaker, 1982). School change means leaving old friends and having to fit into new social and school structures—often with different standards and expectations. When changes in residence are frequent, youths may feel a sense of powerlessness. Sensing little control over their fate, some give up or lash out.

For many of the same reasons, parents, too, may find the transition difficult. As they grapple with the problems associated with family relocation, their involvement with a new school often depends on the degree to which the school reaches out to them. A school’s staff, parents, and students can use the crisis-like experience that often is associated with relocation as an opportunity to promote growth and enhance involvement in schooling for students and their families. This article reports on the approach to intervention developed for use by schools to facilitate the initial school adjustment of newly entering students and their families, especially those who enter after a school session is underway (Early Assistance for Students and Families Project, 1993 b). Also
dimmed are the type of structural mechanisms required to establish and maintain the desired intervention activity (Early Assistance for Students and Families Project, 1993a). The intervention has evolved from a collaboration between a school district and a university and reflects the efforts of a cadre of social workers, psychologists, teachers, and community representatives. General discussions of the conceptual underpinnings for the work are found in the intervention literature on transactional and ecological perspectives. A psychological sense of community and school-based services (for example, see Adelman & Taylor, 1993, in press; General Accounting Office, 1993; Germain. 1982; Pennekamp, 1992; Samson, 1974). For specific approaches used to facilitate school transitions, the project benefitted from experiences reported in earlier studies (see Cardenas, Taylor, & Adelman. 1993; de Agenda 1984; General Accounting Office, 1994; Hammons & Olson, 1988; Lash & KirkPatrick, 1990; Lieberman, 1990; Newman, 1988).

**Welcoming, Establishing a Psychological Sense of Community**

The work reported in this article is being carried out as part of the Early Assistance for Students and Families Project, a demonstration project funded by the U.S. Department of Education. Initially, the project provided a special intervention program at 24 schools for students not Making a successful adjustment to school (Adelman & Taylor, 1991). Project staff take as a given that "welcoming" is a first step toward helping new students and their families make a successful transition into a new school.

Welcoming should not be viewed simply as a set Of activities for those at a school to carry out. The danger in approaching the topic in this way is that only those who are designated as welcomers may engage in the activity, and even they May only go through the motions. Consequently, there may be little commitment to helping new students and their families Make a successful transition into the school, and the efforts that are Made May not be seen in their broader context.

The project approaches the topic of welcoming new students and their families within the broad context of creating and maintaining a psychological sense of community at a school (McMillan & Chavis, 1986; Sarason. 1974). Essential to such a sense of community is the commitment of staff, students, and families to interact positively with each other and to provide social support, to reach out to new students and their families, and then to involve them in the life of the school. Extrapolating from the relevant literature, such a commitment is achieved best when mechanisms are put in place to ensure sufficient social support, ready access to information, instruction on how to function effectively in the school's culture, and appropriate ways to become involved in decision making.

**Intervention**

The authors conceptualize the intervention in terms of major phases and basic tasks. It is important to emphasize that the first major concern in efforts to enhance welcoming and home involvement is overcoming barriers that make it hard for students and families to function in the new community and school.

Research on barriers has suggested a variety of factors (for example, familial mores, cultural differences, job, social class, communication skills, attitudes of school personnel) that interfere with successful
transitions to new settings and make involvement at school difficult. Barriers can be categorized as institutional, personal, or impersonal, with each type encompassing negative attitudes, lack of mechanisms and skills, or practical deterrents. Considerable attention is paid to barriers such as a student's shyness or lack of social skills and parent work schedules or lack of child care. We have found that less systematic attention is paid to institutional barriers. These barriers include inadequate, resources (money, space, time) and lack of interest or hostile attitudes on the part of staff, administration, and community toward interpersonal and home involvements; they also include the failure to establish and maintain formal mechanisms and related skills for involving homes. For example, there may be no policy commitment to facilitate a sense of community through enhanced strategies for welcoming students and families, and there may be no formal mechanisms for planning and implementing appropriate activity or for upgrading the skills of staff, students, and parents to carry out desired activities.

Phases

Strategies to enhance welcoming to a school and to increase home involvement in schooling evolve in three overlapping phases. The first phase involves two broad focus. It emphasizes use of general procedures to welcome and facilitate adjustment and participation of 211 who are ready, willing, and able to participate. The focus then moves to those who need just a bit more personalized assistance. Such assistance may include personal invitations, ongoing support for interaction with others and involvement in activities, aid in overcoming minor barriers to successful adjustment, a few more options to enable effective functioning and make participation more attractive, and so forth. Finally, to the degree feasible, the focus narrows to those who have not made effective adjustment or who remain uninvolved because of major barriers, an intense lack of interest, or negative attitudes. This phase continues to use personalized contacts but adds cost intensive special procedures.

Tasks

In pursuing each intervention phase, there are four major intervention tasks: (1) establishing a mechanism for planning, implementing, and evolving programmatic activity; (2) creating strategies for welcoming and initially involving new students and their families (for example, information and outreach to new students and families. A school wide welcoming atmosphere. a series of specific new student and new parent orientation processes); (3) providing social supports and facilitating involvement (for example, peer buddies or personal invitations to join relevant ongoing activities); and (4) Maintaining support and involvement, including provision of special help for an extended period of time if necessary.

Establishing a Program Mechanism

Planning, implementing, and evolving programs to enhance activities for welcoming and involving new students and families requires institutional organization and involvement in the form of operational Mechanisms such as a steering committee. For a program to be effective at a school, it must be a school program and not an add-on or special project, and there must be a group designated and committed to its long-term survival. In the case of efforts to enhance the welcoming and involvement of new students and families, a useful mechanism is a Welcoming Steering Committee. Such a committee is designed to adapt new strategies to fit in with what a school is already doing.
and to provide leadership for evolving and maintaining a welcoming program over the years.

The initial group usually consists of a school administrator (for example, principal or assistant principal), a support service staff member (for example, a dropout counselor, Chapter I coordinator, or school psychologist), one or two interested teachers, the staff member who coordinates volunteers, an office staff representative, and possibly one or two parents. A change agent (for example, an organization facilitator) is useful in helping initiate the group and can serve as an ex officio member. Eventually such a group can evolve to deal with all school-related transitions.

The first tasks involve clarification of the specific role and functions of the group and identification of possible additional members. Activities already in place at the school for welcoming students and their families, activities carried out at other schools (for example, extended welcoming activities support for at-risk students, use of volunteers, parent involvement), and minimal structures necessary to ensure there is a focus on welcoming new students and families (for example, a planning group, budget for welcoming activities, evaluation procedures regarding enhancing welcoming). Based on the information gathered, a needs assessment walkthrough of the school can be carried out with a view to what new students and families see and experience. The specific focus is on such matters as front office welcoming messages and support procedures: Are appropriate welcoming materials used? Is there a need for other languages to communicate with families? Are there tour procedures for new parents and students? Are there appropriate welcoming and social support procedures for a student in a classroom (for example, peer greeters and peer buddies and special welcoming materials for newcomers)? Are there appropriate procedures for introducing parents to their child's teachers and others? After completing the needs assessment, the committee can plan for introducing new strategies.

Introducing Major new programs into a school usually involves significant institutional change. In such cases, a change agent may be a necessary resource. The Early Assistance for Students and Families Project has found that such an organization facilitator can help establish the mechanisms needed at the site, demonstrate program components and facets, and provide on-the-job in-service education for staff who are to adapt, implement, and maintain the mechanisms and program.

Creating Welcoming and Initial Home Involvement Strategies.

It is not uncommon for students and parents to feel unwelcome at a new school. The problem can begin with their first contacts. Efforts to enhance welcoming and to facilitate positive involvement must counter factors that make the setting uninviting and develop ways to make it attractive. This task can be viewed as the welcoming or invitation problem. From a psychological perspective, the welcoming problem is emmeshed with attitudes of school staff, students, and parents about involving new students and families. Welcoming is facilitated when attitudes are positive, and positive attitudes seem most likely when those concerned perceive personal benefits as outweighing potential costs.

A prime focus in addressing welcoming is on ensuring that most communications and interactions between school personnel and students and families convey a welcoming tone. This is accomplished through formal communications to students and families, procedures for reaching out to individuals and informal interactions. The following are some general strategies for making initial contacts.
welcoming:

* Set up a welcoming table (identified with a welcome sign) at the front entrance to the school, and recruit and train volunteers to meet and greet everyone who comes through the door.

* Plan with the office staff ways to Meet and greet strangers (by smiling and being inviting). Provide them with welcoming materials and information sheets regarding registration steps (with translations as appropriate). Encourage the use of volunteers in the office so that there are sufficient resources to take the time to greet and assist new students and families. It helps to have a designated registrar and even designated registration times.

* Prepare a welcoming booklet that clearly says "Welcome" and provides some helpful information about who's who at the school, what types assistance are available to new students and families, and tips about how the school runs. (Avoid using this as a place to lay down the rules; this can be rather an uninviting first contact.) Prepare other materials to assist students and families in making the transition and connecting with ongoing activities.

* Establish a student welcoming club (perhaps train the student council or leadership class to take this on as a special project). These students can provide tours and some orientation for new students, including an initial introduction to key staff at the school as feasible.

* Establish a welcoming club consisting of parents and volunteers to provide regular tours and orientations for new parents, including an initial introduction to key staff at the school as feasible. A welcoming video can be developed as useful aid.

* Dedicate a bulletin board somewhere near the entrance to the school that says "Welcome" and includes such things as pictures of school staff, a diagram of the school and its facilities, pictures of students who entered the school during the past one or two weeks, information on tours and orientations, special meetings for new students and families, and so forth.

* Each teacher should have several students who are willing and able to greet strangers who come to the classroom. Recent arrivals often are interested in welcoming the next set of new enrollees.

* Each teacher should have a plan for assisting new students and families in making a smooth transition into the class. This plan should include a process for introducing the student to the others in the class as soon as the new student arrives. Some teachers may want to arrange with the office specified times for bringing a new student to the classroom. An introductory welcoming conference should be conducted with the student and family as soon as feasible. A useful welcoming aid is to present both the student and the family member with welcoming folders or some other welcoming gift such as coupons from local businesses that have adopted the school.

* In addition to the classroom greeter, the teacher should have several students who are willing and able to be a special buddy to a new student for a couple of weeks and hopefully a regular buddy thereafter. This buddy can provide the type of social support that allows the new student to learn about the school culture and to become involved in various activities.

* Establish a way for representatives of organized student and parent groups to make direct contact with new students and families to invite them to learn about activities and to assist them in joining in when they find activities that appeal to them.

* Establish groups designed to help new students and families learn about the community and the school and to allow them to express concerns and have them addressed.
Such groups also allow new students and families to connect with each other as another form of social support.

* Develop a variety of ways students and their families can feel an ongoing connection with the school and classroom (for example, opportunities to volunteer help, positive feedback regrading participation, letters home that tell all about what's happening).

An early emphasis in addressing the welcoming problem should be on establishing formal processes that convey a general sense of welcome to all and extend a personalized invitation to those who appear to need something more. In this respect, communications and invitations to students and their families come in two forms: (1) general communications (for example, oral and written communications when a new student registers, classroom announcements, Mass distribution of flyers or newsletters) and (2) special, personalized contacts (for example, personal conferences and notes from the teacher).

For those who are not responsive to general invitations, the next logical step is to extend special invitations and increase personalized contact. Special invitations are directed at designated individuals are intended to overcome personal attitudinal barriers, and can be used to elicit information about other persisting barriers.

Providing Social Supports and Facilitating Involvement

Social supports and specific processes to facilitate involvement are necessary to address barriers, to sanction the participation of new students and families in any option to the degree each finds feasible (for example, legitimizing initial minimal degrees of involvement and frequent changes in area of involvement), to account for cultural and individual diversity, to enable participation of those with minimal skills, and to provide social and academic supports to improve participation skills. In all these facilitative efforts, peers (students and parents) who are actively involved at the school can play a major role as welcomers and mentors.

If a new student or family seems extremely reluctant about school involvement, exceptional efforts may be required. In cases where the reluctance stems from skill deficits (for example, an inability to speak English or lack of social or functional skills), providing special assistance with skills is a relatively direct approach to pursue. However, all such interventions must be pursued in ways that minimize stigma and maximize positive attitudes. About half of those who enter late in the school year seem especially isolated and in need of very personalized outreach efforts. In such instances, designated peer buddies reach out and personally invite new students and parents who seem not to be making a good transition; they arrange to spend time with each individual introducing him or her to others and to activities in the school and community.

At some sites, newcomers are offered a mutual interest group composed of others with the same cultural background or a mutual support group (for example, a bicultural transition group for students or parents [Cardenas, Taylor, & Adelman, 1993], or a parent self-help group [Simoni & Adelman, 1993]). Parent groups might even meet away from the school at a time when working parents can participate. The school's role would be to help initiate the groups and provide consultation as needed. It is important to provide regular opportunities for students, families and staff to share their heritage and interests and celebrate the cultural and individual diversity of the school community.

Maintaining Involvement. As difficult as it
is to involve some newcomers initially, maintaining their involvement may be even a more difficult matter. Maintaining involvement can be seen as a problem of providing continuous support for learning, growth, and success, including feedback about how involvement is personally beneficial, and minimizing feelings of incompetence and being blamed, censured, or coerced.

Case Examples

Prototype

Jose and his family came to enroll at the school in March. His family had just moved into the area. As Jose and his mother entered the building, they were greeted at the front entrance by a parent volunteer. She was seated at a table above which was a brightly colored sign proclaiming "Welcome to Midvale St. School" (the words were translated into other language's common in the community). On hearing that the family was there to enroll Jose, the volunteer gave them a welcoming brochure with some basic information about the school and the steps for enrollment. Jose's mother indicated she had not brought all the documentation that the brochure said was needed, such as evidence of up-to-date immunizations. The volunteer worked with her to identify where to obtain what she lacked and gave her some of the registration material to fill out at home. A plan was made for them to return with the necessary material.

The next day Jose was enrolled. He and his mother were introduced to the principal and several other school staff, all of whom greeted them warmly. Then Jose was escorted to his class. The teacher also greeted him warmly and introduced him to the class; she asked one of the designated welcoming buddies to sit with him. This peer welcomer explained about the class and told Jose he would show him around, introduce him to others, and generally help him make a good start over the next few days.

Meanwhile, back in the office, Jose's mother was talking with a parent volunteer who was explaining about the school, the local community, and the various ways parents were involved at the school. She was encouraged to pick out an activity that interested her, and she was told someone else who was involved in that activity would call her to invite her to attend.

Over the next week, Jose and his family received a variety of special invitations to be part of the school community. After a few weeks, Jose and his family were contacted to be certain that they felt they had made a successful transition into the school.

Importance of Follow-up

The case of Jessica illustrates the role of welcoming follow-up strategies in helping establish the need to address significant social and emotional problems interfering with school adjustment. When a follow-up interview was conducted with Jessica, she indicated that the other children were picking on her. She also said she was having trouble with reading. A check with her teacher confirmed the situation; Jessica was seen as sad and depressed. It was decided that a trained volunteer supervised by a social worker would be assigned to provide additional support with a specific focus on social and emotional concerns.

As Jessica warmed to the volunteer, she began to tell about how she, her mother, and her younger brothers had all been physically abused by her father. She had also witnessed his drug dealing and finally his murder. The volunteer informed her supervisor, who made an independent assessment and concluded there was a clear need for therapeutic intervention. The social worker made a
referral and coordinated a plan of action between the therapist and the involved school staff. A priority was placed on ensuring that Jessica would have a safe, supportive environment at school. Over the ensuing months, Jessica came to feel more secure and indicated she felt that way, those working with her agreed. As the volunteer working with her put it, Jessica was now "shining-looking brilliant."

How Follow-up Changes Perspective

Another poignant example is seen in the case of a family recently arrived from Mexico. The mother was a single parent trying to support two sons. Both boys had difficulty adjusting at school, especially Jaime, who was in the sixth grade. He had little previous schooling and could not read or handle school task expectations. Follow-up indicated that he was frequently absent. His teacher felt the mother was not committed to getting the boys to school. "I understand they go to the beach!" the teacher reported with some affect.

The principal decided that the problem warranted a home visit from a school social worker. The family lived in cramped quarters in a "residential hotel" about six blocks from the school. During the visit, the mother confided she was ill and would soon have gall bladder surgery. She also explained that Jaime went to the beach to search for aluminum cans as a source of family income.

With awareness of the family's plight, the perception of the school staff, especially Jaime's teacher, shifted. No one now believed the family did not care about schooling, and proactive steps were introduced to provide assistance. The school called on the Parent Teacher Association and a local merchant to provide some food and clothing. The social worker assisted the mother in making plans for the boys' care during her hospitalization. Volunteers were recruited to assist the boys with their classroom tasks. Both boys were enrolled in the after-school program, where they made new friends during play activities and also received assistance with homework. Subsequent follow-up found significant improvements in attendance and performance. Toward the end of the year, a counselor worked with the middle school Jaime would be attending to ensure there would be continued support for him and his mother during this next major transition.

Special Focus on Home Involvement

A critical element in establishing a positive sense of community at a school and in facilitating students' school adjustment and performance is the involvement of families in schooling. Parent involvement in schools is a prominent item on the education reform agenda for the 1990s (Comer, 1984; Haynes, Comer & HamiltonLee, 1989; Jackson & Cooper, 1989; Marockie & Jones, 1987; Nicolau & Ramos, 1990). It is, of course, not new concern. As Davies (1987) reminded us, the "questions and conflict about parent and community relationships to schools began in this country when schools began" (p. 147).

A review of the literature on parents and schooling indicates widespread endorsement of parent involvement. As Epstein (1987) noted, the recent acknowledgments of the importance of parent involvement are built on research findings accumulated over two decades that show that children have an advantage in school when their parents encourage and support their school activities....
encouragement, activities, and interest at home and participation in schools and classrooms affect children's achievements, attitudes, and aspirations, even after student ability and family socioeconomic status are taken into account. (pp. 119-120)

With respect to students with school problems, parent involvement has been mostly discussed in legal terms (for example, participation in the individualized education plan process). There has been little systematic attention paid to the value of and ways to involve the home in the efforts to improve student achievement. The terms "parent involvement" and even "family involvement" are too limiting. Given extended families and the variety of child caretakers, involvement of the home is the minimum required.

To involve the home, a staff member must reach out to parents and encourage them to drop in, be volunteers, go on field trips, participate in publishing a community newsletter, organize social events, plan and attend learning workshops, meet with the teacher to learn more about their child's curriculum and interests, and establish family social networks. It is imperative that the only contact with parents not be when they are called in to discuss their child's learning or behavior difficulties. Parents who feel unwelcome or feel scolded cannot be expected to view the school as an inviting setting.

In keeping with the increased focus on enhancing home involvement in schools and schooling, project staff have worked to expand understanding of the concepts and processes involved in doing so (Early Assistance for Students and Families Project, 1993 b; also see Adelman, 1994). Figure I provides a graphic outline of major facets dealt with in this area. As is illustrated by the figure, schools determined to enhance home involvement must be clear as to their intent and the types of involvement they want to foster. Then, they must establish and maintain mechanisms to carry out intervention phases and tasks in a sequential manner.

Conclusion

The intervention described in this article was developed in a multi-disciplinary effort that included social workers, educators, and psychologists, along with parents and students. Throughout the process, however, great care has been taken to avoid conveying any sense that development and implementation of such programs requires special personnel. Helping students and their families make a new start at a new school is the responsibility of everyone at the site, and the task of ensuring that programs are in place can be carried out by a variety of school staff. Social workers, of course, are uniquely equipped to lead the way.

How well a school addresses the problems of welcoming and involving new students and families is an important qualitative indicator of program adequacy and staff attitudes and, thus, is a probable predictor of efficacy. Programs and related mechanisms and processes for addressing these problems can be viewed as essential to any effort to restructure schools.

Interventions to enhance welcoming and home involvement are as complex as any other psychological and educational intervention. Clearly, such activity requires considerable time, space, materials, and competence, and these ingredients are purchased with financial resources. Basic staffing must be underwritten. Additional staff may be needed: at the very least, teachers, specialists, and administrators need "released" time. Furthermore, if such interventions are to be
planned, implemented, and evaluated effectively, those given the responsibility will require instruction, consultation, and supervision.

The success of programs to enhance welcoming and home involvement is first and foremost in the hands of policy-makers. If these programs are to be more than another desired but unachieved set of aims of educational reformers, policy-makers must understand the nature and scope of what is involved. A comprehensive intervention perspective makes it evident that although money alone cannot solve the problem, money is a necessary prerequisite. It is patently unfair to hold school personnel accountable for yet another major reform if they are not given the support necessary for accomplishing it. In an era when new sources of funding are unlikely, such programs must be assigned high priority and funds must be reallocated in keeping with the level of priority. To do less is to guarantee the status quo.
Enhancing Home Involvement: Intent, Intervention Tasks, and Ways Parents and Families Might Be Involved

### Agendas for Involving Homes
- socialization
- economics
- political
- helping

### Major Intervention Tasks

- Institutional organization for involvement
- Inviting Involvement
- Facilitating early involvement
- Maintaining involvement

### Continuum of Types of Home Involvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improve individual functioning</th>
<th>Improve system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meeting basic obligations to students/meeting parents' basic needs</td>
<td>Communicating and making decisions regarding student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting student's basic learning and development at home</td>
<td>Problem solving and providing support at home and school for student's special needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working for school's improvement</td>
<td>Working for improvement of all schools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*Although the tanks remain constant, the breadth of intervention focus can vary over three sequential phases: (1) broadband contacts focused on those who are receptive, (2) personalized contacts added for those who need a little inducement, and (3) intensive special contacts added for those who are extremely unreceptive.

*besides participating in different types of home involvement, participants differ in the frequency, level, quality, and impact of their involvement.
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V. Sample ERIC* Digests

Special Problems in Welcoming

The Migrant Student Record Transfer System (MSRTS):
An Update. Eric Digest
P. Cahape
An Eric /Caps Digest: Number RC019138

The MSRTS is a nationwide information program and service network that receives, transmits, and aggregates information to support the efforts of teachers, health providers, program planners, and others involved in the care and education of migrant children. The system has operated since 1969 under contracts with Arkansas Department of education. The MSRTS records, maintains, and transfers education and health information on more than 600,000 active, identified migrant children in 49 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico (National Commission on Migrant Education, 1991)

Migrant children face problems that compound the risks they share with many disadvantaged groups. The unique problems often include discontinuity in their educational programs and consequent isolation from the community, which, in turn, exacerbate linguistic and cultural barriers.

Causes of Anxiety

Author: D.M. Marlett
An Eric/Caps Digest: Number SP034600

This ERIC digest discusses exactly what transfer students are afraid of or nervous about when they start over in a new school and examines the implications these anxieties may have for teachers. During the transition, transfer students often suffer social, academic, and emotional distress which can impede their adjustment process and integration into the new classroom. With the support of parents, teachers can facilitate the adaptation process by anticipating anxieties that new students may experience and addressing these concerns before they become a hindrance.

*ERIC is an Education Clearinghouse that has, among other things, brief research syntheses on a variety of education issues. ERIC documents are available in libraries, over the internet, or can be ordered by phone: 1-800-LET-ERIC.
VI. Resource Aids

A. Welcoming

- Registration Guide
- Sample Materials for Personally Welcoming
  - the Family
  - a New Student
- Sample Materials for the Peer Buddy

B. Social Support

- Sample Interview Forms for:
  - Student
  - Family
  - Teacher
- Extended Welcoming Intervention
  - Summary Form for the Intervention
  - Samples of Extended Follow-up Interview Forms
    - Student
    - Parent
    - Teacher

C. Mapping a School’s Resources for Helping Students and Families Make Transitions

- Survey
- An Example from One School
A new boy came to my class. I said hello to him cheerfully. I asked if he would like to play with me. He said "Yes." Then I went walking with him to our house talking with him about things.
A. Aids for Welcoming

! Registration Guide

! Sample Materials for Personally Welcoming
   -- The Family
   -- A New Student

! Sample Materials for the Peer Buddy
Welcoming: REGISTRATION GUIDE

Telling families what information is necessary for registration can be made clearer if information also is available in writing—especially in their home language.

English and Spanish version provided

Translations also available in:

- Arabic
- Armenian
- Chinese
- Korean
- Tagalog
- Vietnamese
Welcome to ____________ School

In order to register your child we will need to see:

• Something to show that you live in this school's area. This might be a utility bill, rent receipt or a driver's licence.

• A health card signed by a doctor or clinic showing that your child has received inoculations for measles and TB.

• If you are not the parent, something that shows you are the guardian.

You can get the inoculations and health card from the Los Angeles County Health Department.

The nearest site is at: ____________________________

Their hours are: ________________________________

If you have difficulty getting any of these documents, the person at this school who helps newcomers with registration is: _______________________________.

You can ask for an appointment or call them at ____________________________.

We’re glad you’re here and look forward to welcoming you to the school community.
Bienvenidos A __________ Escuela

Para registrar a su niño necesitamos ver:

• Algo que muestre que usted vive in a area de la escuela, esto puede ser un recibo de renta a su licencia demanajar.

• Una tarjeta de salud firmada por un doctor o una clinica que muestre que su niño ha recivido inoculation para el sarampion y tuberculosis.

• Si usted no es el padre, ensene algo que muestre que usted es el guardian.

Se puede obtener inoculacion y tarjeta de salud por medio del departamento de salud del Condado de Los Angeles.

La mas cercana se encuentra en: ______________________________________

las horas son: ______________________________

Si tiene alguna dificultad en obtener algunos de estos documentos, la persona encargada de ayudar a los nuevos estudiantes es ________________________.

Puede hacer una cita o llamar al ________________________.

Estamos contentos de que esten aqui. Bienvenidos a la comunidad de la escuela.
WELCOMING:
A PERSONAL WELCOME FOR THE FAMILY

An especially inviting early contact can be to provide a family with the type of welcoming opportunity to ask for additional information.

ENGLISH AND SPANISH VERSIONS PROVIDED

Translations also available in:

- Arabic
- Armenian
- Chinese
- Korean
- Tagalog
- Vietnamese
Welcome!!

We're really glad you're coming to our school.

We have a lot of ways to help you become part of the school community.

If you want it, we have

- information about how our school runs each day
- information about special activities for parents and students
- information about community services you may find helpful
- parents who are ready to meet with you to help you join in
- students who are ready to meet with new students to help them join in
- information on how to help your child learn and do well at school

Please circle any of the above you think might be helpful to you, so we can help you get off to a good start.

____________________________________________________

Your name: ___________________________ Date: _____________

Student's names: ____________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________ Phone: _____________

If no phone, message #: __________________
Bienvenidos!!

Estamos muy contentos que vienen a nuestra escuela.

Tenemos muchas maneras de ayudarles para que sean parte de la comunidad escolar.

Si usted gusta, tenemos

- información de como funciona la escuela cada día
- información de actividades especiales para los padres y alumnos
- información sobre servicios de comunidad que pueda ser útil
- padres que estan listos para unirse con usted para ayudarle a ingresar
- estudiantes que estan listos a conocer a nuevos estudiantes para ayudarles a ingresarse
- información de como ayudar a su niño aprender y hacer bien en la escuela

Favor de hacer un circulo donde usted piense que podremos ayudarles. Queremos que beneficien y empiezen bien.

Su nombre: _____________________________ Fecha: ________________
Nombre del estudiante: ________________________________
Domicilio: _______________________________ teléfono ______________
Si no tiene teléfono, número donde se puede dejar mensaje #: __________________
Welcome to Elizabeth Learning Center!

We are happy that you will be part of the Elizabeth Learning Center family. We have many ways of helping you become a part of the community.

We’d like to offer you the following:

# A tour of the school and an orientation of what ELC offers you and your family.

# Information about effective parenting

# Parent volunteers who invite you to become part of our community

# The Family Center offers a variety of activities and services, for example
  • information regarding social and community services
  • classes for adults (e.g., English, computers, knitting)
  • information regarding health services for your family
  • information about effective parenting

# A Welcome packet:
  • school map
  • school calendar and schedule
  • list of teachers and staff
  • ideas about helping your child succeed at school and home
  • information about the Family Center and Health Center at ELC
  • parents’ bill of rights
  • schedule of adult classes
  • volunteer application

Again, Welcome! And remember, we’re here for you!
Bienvenidos al centro De Aprendizaje de Elizabeth!

Nos alegra que usted asista a nuestra escuela. Tenemos muchas maneras en que podemos ayudarle a ser parte de la comunidad.

Le ofrecemos:

#  Una recorrida por la escuela y una orientacion sobre lo que le ofrece ELC a usted y a su familia

#  Informacion sobre somo funciona ELC cada dia

#  Padres dispuestos a reunirse con usted para ayudarle a ser parte de nuestra comunidad.

#  Un Centro de Familia. El cual le ofrece una variedad de actividades y servicios, por ejemplo:
  • informacion acerca de servicios sociales y comunitarios
  • clases para adultos, por ejemplo, ingles, tijido, y comutacion
  • informacion acerca de la salud y el bienestar de usted y su familia
  • informacion acerca de como ser un padre de familia mas efectivo

#  Aun paquete de Bienvenida:
  • mapa de escuela
  • el calendario y horario escolar
  • lista de nombres de mastros y del personal administrativo
  • ideas sobre como ayudarle a su nino a prosperar en la escuela y en casa
  • informacion acerca de los centro de familia y de salud
  • lista de los derechos de los padres
  • horario de las clases de adultos
  • aplicacion para voluntarios

De nuevo le extendemos una cordial bienvenida, y recuerde, estamos aqui pare servirle.
Calendar

School Holidays
Independence Day
Labor Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Winter Recess
Martin Luther King Day
Lincoln's Day
Washington's Day
Memorial Day

See the parent calendar for additional holidays.

Special School Events
Math Masters
Principal's Awards
Back-to-School Night
Perfect attendance
Year End Student Recognition
Open House
Cinco De Mayo
Spring Dance
Opening of Writing to Read
Computer Lab
Winter Holiday Program
Morning Assemblies and Presentations
Homework folders.

Please put your child's name on jackets, sweaters, lunchboxes, and instruction.

Please bring a doctor's note with medication at school.

If your child needs to take medication at school, reach you in an emergency.

We need current, accurate information about your child.

When your child returns or fill out the note which we will fill out due to illness or absence.

Parents, please send a note to school after being absent. Please excuse your child.

And you can help us too!

Welcome
Help in some way, please call us.

In general, if you think we can

Grades 5-6
Youth Community Service Star Serve Club
After school sports
Youth Services (Hours 2:10-6:00pm)
YMCA
Children's Center

School Programs for Students:
We offer the following before and after

SB 65 Consultant
Leadership Council
Bilingual Advisory Council
Parent Education Classes
Volunteer Parents

activities for parents:
We offer the following interests and support

Who's Who at Monte Vista:

Food Service Helpers
Ticket Clerk
Catering Worker
Bilingual Coordinator
Custodians
Plant Manager
Community Representative

SB 65 Consultant
Language Arts Teacher

Nurse
Resource Specialist
School Psychologist

Mrs. Betty Crocker
Mrs. Roberta Crocker
Mrs. Susan Sheldon
Mrs. Elaine Kollmann
Mrs. Evelyn Carillo
Mrs. Betty Kahle
Mrs. Norma Alvarez
Mrs. Shirley Gilman
Mrs. Marilyn Sheldon

(3) hours
(3) hours

MR. Bobbie Garvan
Mrs. Sylvia Villalobos
Mrs. Patricia Montego
Mr. Jesus Lopez
Mr. Jose Corrales
Mr. John Ramos
Mrs. EVA Clark (3 hours)
Mrs. Connie Velasco
Mrs. Mary Casiano
Ms. Ann Shary
Mrs. Becky Crocker
Dr. Susan Sheldon
Mrs. Elvina Kollmann
Mrs. Evelyn Carillo
Mrs. Betty Kahle
Mrs. Norma Alvarez
Mrs. Sherry Gilman
Mrs. Marilyn Sheldon

(1 day per week)
(2 days per week)
(4 hours)
school each day.

Homework folders are important.

Your child will bring homework each night except Friday.

There are times a year.

Students are issued report cards during the year.

Teacher will contact you to meet several times whenever you want to come in and talk. You can ask to meet with the teacher.

Teacher Conferences and Homework

School Hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Grades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:30am - 12:30pm</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30pm - 12:50pm</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:50pm - 12:55pm</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am - 11:25am</td>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am - 11:00am</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25am - 10:45am</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am - 10:20am</td>
<td>Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30am - 7:45am</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45am - 8:00am</td>
<td>AM Kindergarten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:20am - 7:40am</td>
<td>Breakfast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Kindergarten arrival is at 7:45am and dismissal is at 2:20pm.
Calendario

Días Festivos
Día de Independencia
Día de Labor
Día de Veteranos
Día de Gracias
Vacación de Invierno
Día de Martin Luther King
Día de Lincoln
Día de Washington
Día Memorial

Vea el calendario mensual de padres para días festivos adicionales.

Eventos Especiales de la Escuela
Peritos de Matemáticas
Premios del Director
Noche de Regreso Escolar
Asistencia Perfecta
Reconocimiento Estudiantil de Fin de Año
Casa Abierta
Cinco de Mayo
Baile de Primavera
Comienzo de Escritiendo para Leer
Laboratorio de Computadoras
Programa de Invierno
Asambleas en la Manana y Presentaciones

BIENVENIDOS A
Monte Vista Street School

5423 Monte Vista St.
Los Angeles, California 90042
Teléfono (213) 254-7261
Bienvenido

Los invitamos a que sean parte de nuestra familia.

Nuestra meta es proveer un ambiente sano, seguro y estimulante en el cual su hijo aprenda y se desarrolle.

Las familias, estudiantes, maestros, y personal tienen un papel especial como socios para ayudar en el desarrollo y educación de estudiantes.

Nos gusta que los padres vengan a nuestra escuela. Solo avise al maestro cuando quiera visitar. Y cuando visite o venga a ser voluntario, por favor vaya a la oficina para registrarse y recibir un pase de visitante.

Por favor llame cuando usted tenga una pregunta o comentarios:
(213) 254-7261

¡Usted También Nos Puede Ayudar!

1. Cuando su niño regrese de la escuela después de haber estado ausente, por favor mande una nota breve, con la fecha y firmada por usted, explicando la ausencia o llene la nota que hemos provisto.

2. Necesitamos información reciente y exacta para poder ponerlos en contacto con los padres o guardianes en caso de una emergencia.

3. Si su niño necesita tomar medicina durante la escuela, traiga un nota del doctor con instrucciones específicas.

4. "¿De quién es esta chaqueta?" Por favor ponga el nombre de su niño en la chaqueta, suéter, almuerzos y folder de tareas.

5. Si necesita enviar dinero, almuerzo, o ropa a su niño, por favor traer el objeto a la oficina, y nosotros vamos a asegurarnos que sea recibido.
Quien es Quién en Monte Vista

Director

Asistente de Director

Superintendente de Oficina

Supervisor de Oficina

Supervisor de Orientación

Supervisor de Orientación Bilingüe

Supervisor de Orientación para Padres

Padres Voluntarios

Director

Asistente de Oficina

Oficinas de Educación para Padres

Servicio de Orientación Bilingüe

Servicio para Padres (2:45pm - 6:00pm)

YMCA

Centro de Ninos

estudiantes y desarrollo de la escuela:

Ofrecemos los siguientes programas para los

Consultror SB 65

Consultror de Líderes

Consultror de Orientación Bilingüe

Consultror de Orientación

Clases de Educación para Padres

Apoyo para Padres

Ofrecemos las siguientes actividades de interés y
Un folleto de áreas e importantes para
alumbrar un hacer provisorio

Para aquellos que coligen, el desayuno y
levar y traer el trabajo a la escuela.

El niño va a recibir lecciones cada noche a

Excepción de él viernes.

salida estudiantil recibe reportes de

Los estudiantes reciben reportes de

comprensión. usa el teléfono con avance.
Cuando haya un día minimo o gue se sale

Cuando aquí va a recibir lecciones de maestros.

durante el que escalar
conéctese con su cuadrante reunir diferentes veces.
Cuandoquite el maestro va a ponerse en

usted puede solicitar ver hablar con el maestro

Conferencias de Maestros y Tareas.

Cuando vea hacia la escuela.

Cuando vea hacia la escuela.